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INTRODUCTION
GRATITUDE!

Purpose and Action Plan

Manuel’s Background and the 

Wellness Approach

SPA & Mindfulness



TEXT

The Dance/Choreo Factor

Neural plasticity is 
the brain’s 

remarkable ability to 
change throughout 

life.
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The Method: 
Attraction of Dance

Choreography,

The art of creation 

and arranging 

dances or dance 

moves.
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The Choreographing 
Brain

Dance is a language of physical 

exercise that sparks new brain 

cells (neurogenesis) and their 

connections.

We acquire knowledge and develop 

cognitively because dance bulks up the 

brain. Consequently, the brain that 

“dances” is changed by it.

As neuroscientist Antonio Damasio 

points out, “learning and creating memory 

are simply the process of chiseling, 

modeling, shaping, doing, and redoing 

our individual brain wiring diagrams.”
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Many parts of the Brain Make a Dance

Language is a method of 

conveying complex ideas 

and emotions.

Dance language draws upon similar 

places and thought processes in the 

brain as verbal language.

Meaning may be story-telling or 

abstract, playing with form or chance.

Both verbal and dance languages use 

the same parts of the brain for 

conceptualization, creativity, and 

memory.
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Muscle Memory
Connection for Education

The brain sustains different kinds of 

dance knowledge:

Declarative (knowing what dance is),

Procedural (knowing how to dance),  

Substantive (knowing ideas and feelings 

in and through dance) 

have their places in the brain.
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Dance/Movement as Therapy 
The Role of Dance in Promoting 

Brain Health

Cope with Stress.

Increase Brain endorphins.

Decrease depression, anxiety 

disorder and pain.

So dance to resist, reduce, or 

escape negative stress and 

maintain your brain health!
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CHOREOGRAPHY NOTES:
▸ A- SSDBL walk

▸ B.  Hip shake pole body roll

▸ C.  Pump side walk turn shuffle

▸ D.  Front walk reach and grab

▸ E.  Arms up, look, touch, hip, point

▸ F.  Hey! Forward bend, roll up

▸ G.  Hip, chest touch, shake

▸ H.  Drive car, open door

▸ I.  Shuffle, pivot turn, You are Hot!!

▸ J.  Shy, “peek a boo” roll up, body rolls 

▸ K.  Walk around circle

▸ L.  Take it off!!
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Thank you for coming!!


